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Abstract

C-PODs are used for Passive Acoustic Monitoring (PAM) of harbour porpoises

(Phocoena phocoena) at an offshore open sea location in the German North Sea.

Diel patterns of echolocation click trains are extracted from minimum inter-click

interval (minICI) data by binning. The aim of this study is to reassess and refine

minICI ranges of click train data with particular consideration to the binning widths.

Emphasis is also placed on choosing an appropriate visualisation of these binned data.

Key ecological results include presence of higher train rates during the day with

intermediate minICI values defined by the range 6 ms – 28 ms and a higher train rate

with short minICI values 1.25 ms – 2.00 ms at night. This indicates an increase in

porpoise feeding behaviour, or change of style, at night. Click trains with long minICI

values >35 ms occur at an equal rate throughout both diel phases, suggesting a more

routine behaviour, such as navigation.

Results could be revealed only by judicious choice of binning widths, e.g. pre-

viously overlooked patterns within historical echolocation data. The classification

methodology can be used to analyse echolocation trains from a variety of species and

can be applied to any PAM data with the relevant click parameters.

Keywords: C-POD acoustic monitoring; marine mammal echolocation; Harbour Por-

poise; data analysis
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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Measurement of Animal Echolocation Sounds

Echolocation is the deliberate production of sounds to generate echoes off biotic and abi-

otic features in the environment, and has evolved independently in several taxa including

toothed cetaceans,1 bats,2 shrews,3 tenrecs4 and cave-dwelling birds5 - see Thomas6 for

a review. Harbour porpoises (Phocoena phocoena) are small toothed cetaceans that emit

Narrow Band High Frequency (NBHF) communication and echolocation clicks almost con-

stantly,7,8 and can be collected with a range of underwater Passive Acoustic Monitoring

(PAM) systems.9,10 One example of a static (non-towed) PAM device is the C-POD (Chelo-

nia UK), which has become increasingly popular because it is accurate,11 robust, can be left

in situ for many months (March 2018 record: 338d:09h:24m, Todd, V.L.G., unpublished

observations), thus covering diel, tidal, and seasonal cycles,12,13 and contains automatic

processing software (C-POD.exe) which reduces signal analyses time significantly.14 C-

PODs (and their analogue predecessor, T-PODs), have been used widely to study many

odontocete species, including inter alia, harbour porpoises.15,16

C-PODs are described in available literature.11 C-POD click-train recognition algo-

rithms filter out non-cetacean clicks and give reliable data on cetacean presence and

echolocation behaviour by using digital waveform characterisation to select and log time

of cetacean tonal ultrasonic sounds from 120-160 kHz. In addition they also log centre

frequency, intensity, and bandwidth of each cetacean click.

One of several data parameters readily exportable from C-POD software is the inter-

click interval (ICI), also sometimes referred to as inter-pulse interval. The ICI is a numerical

value measured in seconds (s) or milliseconds (ms), defined as “the temporal separation of

clicks emitted by the same vocalising animal”.17 For an informative review on ICIs used

by odontocete species, see Dunn.18 Harbour porpoise ICIs vary between 1.5–200 ms.19

For technical and practical extraction of minICI, refer to the C-POD manual.14 A

description is given in Carlström.20 For brevity, key procedures are summarised here. The

C-POD logs data for every click detected, including time, duration, frequency and sound

pressure level. These individual clicks are collected into separate trains. Each train can

be analysed and classified, e.g. probable species class and quality of data. Time intervals
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between individual clicks is determined within every train, and the minimum of these

intervals — ignoring the error-prone first and last clicks — is logged as minICI.

1.2 Interpretation of Echolocation Sound Measurements

Pioneering studies in bats and dolphins discovered that when an animal waits for the echo

from the target, before generating the next click, ICI correlates with distance to target.2,21

A recent study has shown that porpoises use their acoustic ‘gaze’ by adjusting their ICIs to

glean a sharp picture of both near and possible further targets.22 A relationship between

ICI and behaviour has been observed in odontocetes.23

Griffin24 identified changes in ICI over three distinct foraging phases: (1) search phase,

characterised by regular ICIs, (2) approach phase, where ICIs decrease steadily with de-

creasing target range, and (3) terminal phase, where immediately prior to target capture,

ICI intervals decrease such that clicks resembled a ‘buzz’. In odontocetes, the ‘terminal

buzz’ occurs before attempted or successful prey capture;25 therefore, in acoustic studies

were visual verification of behaviour is not possible, ICI can be used as a proxy to infer

foraging behaviour.12,26

Porpoises are small cold-water predators, that are known to live on an energetic knife-

edge, hunting small fish nearly continuously day and night with extreme capture rates,27

so ICI is an effective and reliable value to use in analysis of porpoise data.

1.3 Visual Presentation of Inter-click Interval Data

Historically, ICI data have been presented visually in a variety of plot types. For exam-

ple, simple bar graphs have been used effectively to display relationship between inferred

foraging and diel cycle.12 ICI has also been modelled with temporal and environmental pa-

rameters,28 or plotted with two way travel time to provide a proxy for distance to a target.19

ICI data are presented most commonly as histograms, which display ICI frequency divided

into specific bin widths; however, it has not been acknowledged widely in the literature

that choice of bin width can have a large influence on relationships inferred visually from

histograms. A small bin width yields an irregularly shaped histogram with the appearance

of large variance, whereas a large bin creates an over-smoothed histogram where important
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patterns might be overlooked;29 therefore, it is fundamental to select a bin width which

displays the essential structure of the data set.30

ICI histogram bin widths differ vastly throughout literature, even within the same

species of interest. For example, studies on harbour porpoise have used bin widths of

2 ms20,36 and 10 ms.31 Moreover, numerous papers omit to state selected bin width, or fail

to justify bin width chosen. In order to visualise patterns and relationships in ICI data

effectively, bin widths must be adjusted to reflect the required level of detail and ICI range

in the species of interest. For example, an ICI equal to, or less than 10 ms is often used as

a proxy for feeding in harbour porpoises;12,20 however, Verfuß19 found harbour porpoises

emit clicks at a constant ICI of 1.4–1.6 ms during the terminal buzz. Consequently, a bin

size of 10 ms or larger would fail to distinguish patterns of ICIs of <10 ms.

This paper explores the effect of altering histogram bin widths to elucidate potentially

hidden patterns in ICI data and presents a novel approach in this context to compare

data visually by displaying multiple histograms within the same plot. This procedure

is useful for highlighting temporal patterns across diel, tidal, or seasonal cycles and for

facilitating visual comparison between different stages of these cycles. Using free-ranging,

open sea, harbour porpoise C-POD echolocation click-data, we explore diel patterns in

ICIs and adjust histogram bin widths to pinpoint specific and repeated ICI values, and the

characteristic of terminal buzzes.

2 METHODOLOGY

2.1 Data Collection

Between 2 December 2009 and 2 January 2010, a C-POD on standard default settings

(Table 1) logged harbour porpoise echolocation click train data, on a featureless seabed

without any nearby structures, at an offshore location of the Borkum Riffgrund region, in

the German North Sea, as shown on Fig. (1). The dataset obtained from a C-POD is used

for the fine-scale analysis in this paper.

At a hydrophone depth of 30 m and a seabed depth of 32 m (at lowest astronomical tide),

the low-profile and sub-surface acoustic release mooring used for the C-POD is designed for
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Quantity setting
Hysteresis 90
Min SPL 1
Max SPL 12
StSPL 1
BW threshold 30
Min duration/F 3
Mins to end 1333333
HR intercept 0
Low bias 0
High bias 255
St min 30
St max 250
Setup file version 1
Trigger off
No clicks 5
SPL 200
kHz start 100
kHz end 80
Min cycles 3
Alerting device off
kHz 120
Bandpass filter (kHz) 20
Gain (fixed) -

Table 1: List of C-POD settings.
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Figure 1: Chart of the North Sea. The circle marks C-POD deployment location.

SAC=‘Special Area of Conservation’

manual deployment and to minimise any reef effects while at at the same time minimising

interference with porpoise echolocation behaviour.32 The streamlined mooring design is

intended to minimise any turbulence and flow noise, to maximise signal-to-noise ratio, and

thereby to maximise porpoise acoustic detections.

Version 2.026 of CPOD.exe was used for data export, display, and fully automated

detection and classification of click trains, for which only ‘high’ and ‘moderate’ quality

and ‘NBHF’ (porpoise) species were selected for a reliable data analysis. C-POD data were

processed solely for NBHF click trains, considered as harbour porpoise, to minimise number
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of false positive detections. All click trains produced by this post processing, subject to the

choice of classes above, were then used for the following analysis. No other re-classification,

e.g. minimum or maximum interval periods between click trains or additional clustering of

trains, was considered.

2.2 Data Analysis

Astronomical timings for sunset (SS) and sunrise (SR) and civil twilight (CT) dawn and

dusk, were taken from the United States Naval Observatory 2015 tables.33 Given the

coordinates of a geographical position, the USNO website provides calendars in tabular

form of SS, SR and CT times. These tables were copied by simple cut-and-paste from

the web page into Microsoft Excel, where the format was changed. From a traditional

monthly table format, we produce (using manipulations by hand) a double list of SS/SR

and CT times indexed by day-of-the-year number. This was output as a txt file and read

into the computing environment Matlab (version R2017b). We then recalculated these

SS/SR and CT vectors in the given format of time-of-day as function of day-of-year into

the format minute-number-since-start-of-1900 (referred to as MN) which was used by the

C-POD software (C-POD guide,14 Section ‘Times’). This latter transform is most easily

done using the POD data themselves: pick a random click train, read off the exact date

and time of day and its associated MN, and from this obtain an internally consistent value

for the shift between the selected click train and all SS/SR and CT numbers in the vectors.

Duration of the four diel phases (subdivision of a 24h period), was calculated by taking

the appropriate differences between the SS/SR and CT values for every day, as specified

by the diel definitions of the four phases.12 Using the minute-number format described

above yields the values shown in Fig. (2). Duration of diel day as a function of date

and day-of-year was shown and similarly for diel night, morning and evening. Notice how

for this geographical site, nights were longest (approx. 15 h) and symmetrically the days

shortest (approx. 6 h) during the monitoring period 2 December to 2 January. Note also

how duration of diel phases morning and evening varied between approx. 1 h and 2 h over

the course of the year and is approx. 1.5 h during the monitoring period.

Method of analysis is described exemplarily using Fig. (3) as an illustration. Every
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Figure 2: Duration of the diel phases as function of the day of the year. The two vertical

lines indicate beginning and end of the monitoring period (2 Dec. and 2 Jan.).

click train has associated with it, inter alia plethora other characteristics, time and date

it was logged and the minICI of clicks in a train. The numerical computing environment

Matlab (R2017b) was used to count the number of trains with particular values for the

chosen characteristics.

The first filter considered only trains which were logged during a particular diel phase.

Given date and time of a train, this characteristic was compared to values in the dou-

ble vector list generated above, and a decision then made as to during which diel phase

(e.g. day) a train occurred.
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Figure 3: Number of click trains as a function of minimum inter-click interval (minICI),

divided into the diel phases, night and day. The curve labelled ‘all’ shows the sum of

the number of all trains during all four diel phases, for that particular bin. The range on

the minICI x-axis is either 0–10 ms (left panels) or 0–100 ms (right panels). The bin size

is either 0.25 ms (top panels) or 1.0 ms (bottom panels). The piecewise horizontal lines

reflects the bin spacings, see main text.

The second filter allocated the train to a multiple of a particular chosen interval, called

bin size b, of its minICI value. Bin sizes can in principle be chosen to be of any value,

but should be small compared to minICI values of interest. Since feeding buzzes included

minICI values of 10 ms (see Discussion section 4 for further details), the choice b = 0.25 ms
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is a sensible example. The filter consists of assigning a bin to the train by calculating the

fraction minICI/b, taking its integer value n and adding 1 to the bin counter n. Hence

n = 0 denotes the first bin which commences at a minICI value of 0 and goes up to, but

does not include b, e.g. 0–0.25 ms. The next bin this example would span 0.25–0.5 ms. The

number of trains counted in the first bin produces the horizontal piece of line in the plot

starting at x = 0 and ending at x = 0.25 point. The next value in the second bin produces

a short line piece starting at x = 0.25 and ending at x = 0.5 and so forth.

Following this methodology, it was possible to plot number of trains within a particular

diel phase as function of minICI, using a particular bin size, achieved in various ways.

A bin size of b = 0.25 ms was used to generate the top two plots in Fig. (3). Since the

number plotted corresponded actually to the whole interval, it represents a natural way to

plot these values is with horizontal lines. These piecewise constant lines are connected by

vertical straight lines to produce a continuous curve. An alternative presentation would be

to use bars, not presented here, as overlaying bars within one plot is problematic to display

clearly.

Data were also analysed using mean ICI and maximum ICI instead of minICI (for exact

definitions see C-POD user guide, 2014), to address the risk of outliers. Trains are broken up

as porpoises move their heads side-to-side during foraging (i.e. when off-axis, trains appear

broken). Consequently minimal differences were found between results from minimum,

mean and maximum ICI, showing that inclusion of truncated trains in the minICI analysis

has insignificant effects on results.

3 RESULTS

3.1 Dataset and Diel Phases

During the 32-day deployment period, a C-POD logged ca. 82,000 porpoise echolocation

trains. As described in previous sections, these were subdivided into defined diel phases

and into various minICI bins and number of trains in each subset counted and plotted.
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3.2 Echolocation Click Train Data

Figure (3) presents minICI data divided into diel phases. The three curves represent ‘all’

(24 h), diel day and diel night. The ‘all’ curve equals the sum of all four diel phases. The

morning and evening transitional periods exhibited more fluctuations since they comprised

a much smaller number of trains and were therefore excluded from plots. In the top left

panel of Fig. (3) the ‘all’ curve has one maximum peak and two points cover that peak in the

range minICI 1.5–2.0 ms, with n ≈ 1300 and n ≈ 1200, respectively. This curve represents

the number of trains when using a bin size of 0.25 ms. It is also evident from Fig. (3) that

there is a marked dominance of the night time for trains of the maximum peak. In the

bottom two panels of Fig. (3) bin size is increased to 1.0 ms. This is mirrored by the y-axis

values being roughly four times larger than in the top plots which have bins of 0.25 ms. The

right panels in Fig. (3) extend the x-axis to 100 ms. With bin size increased to 1 ms, data

fluctuations are now significantly smaller and curves appear smoother. It can be concluded

from this example that a fairly large bin size of 1.0 ms is appropriate to present data in the

range out to 100 ms. The bottom left panel in Fig. (3) shows the same 1 ms bin data, but

only over the range for minICI 0–10 ms. This allowed comparison with the data in the top

left panel, where an artificial strong broadening of the curve maximum is observed. Hence

a bin size of 1.0 ms masks interesting details for minICI values in the range 0–3 ms and is

not appropriate for this short range. Consequently, the most appropriate combinations of

bin size and minICI range are the ones in the top left and the bottom right panels, which

is selected for the following step.

Figure (4) shows two plots which include the 3σ (three standard deviations, P=99.7%)

region above and below the curves for day, night, and all. This is an indication of data

fluctuations (assuming a Gaussian distribution) and helps to ascertain whether the number

of trains is different statistically during day and night. For example, the regions mildly

overlap between approx. 8–20 ms and so the difference is not statistically significant (to

3σ); however, in the region between ca. 25–45 ms, there is a highly significant (ca. 6σ)

difference in the number of trains between night and day. Conversely, considering the very

short minICI, it is impossible to elucidate anything for the region shorter than 1.25 ms, but

in the region 1.25–4 ms, there is again a statistically highly significant difference between

night and day (ca. 5σ).
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Figure 4: Number of trains as function of minICI. The ±3σ (square root) variation are

shown as grey shaded areas. Left panel: range 0–10 ms minICI and bin size 0.25 ms; right

panel: range 0–100 ms minICI and bin size 1.0 ms

Since data were collected in an uncluttered, open sea environment, distanced from any

obstacles, over a flat seabed, multipath signal arrival routes would only be via the surface

and although perhaps present, would likely only constitute a small fraction of click and

train recordings.

3.3 Diel Analysis of Short and Long minICI

Examining data presented in Fig. (4) more closely, and comparing day and night curves, it

can be seen that a larger difference exists between the very short minICI 1.25 ms – 2.00 ms

as compared to 2.00 ms – 4 ms. Looking further at longer minICI, day and night curves

separate again around 30–40 ms. Finally, for very long minICI, say 40–60 ms, the tail of

the distribution shows that there were more night trains than day trains, by some constant

factor.

Figure (5) investigates and interprets this feature further, by showing the factor for the

fraction of number of night trains divided by number of day trains, for each bin. The x-axis

spans a minICI of 0–80 ms and a bin size of 2.0 ms was selected to minimise noise, and to

facilitate location of the the ‘plateau’ at long minICI; consequently, for this plot, exact size
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Figure 5: Relative factor, i.e. quotient of number of night trains divided by number of day

trains as function of minICI, for the minICI range 0–80 ms and for bin size 2.0 ms.

was not important, as it is an intermediate step only to link between plots showing number

of trains and plots showing rates. For the very short minICI of 2 ms, there was a factor of

5.5 more trains during the night. For the long minICI range 40–80 ms, the factor was 2–3,

see Fig. (5). This latter factor range is close to the ratio between the durations of day and

night in winter (approx. factor 2.5), during which time these data were collected and hence

nothing further should be inferred from this feature other than that longer data collecting

times produce a proportionally larger number of trains.

The next quantity focussed on was train rates. Fig. (6) shows rates for minICI ranges
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Figure 6: Train rates (number/minute) as function of minICI. The ±3σ (square-root)

variation are shown as grey shaded regions above and below the lines. Left panel: range

0–6 ms minICI and bin size 0.25 ms; right panel: range 0–60 ms minICI and bin size 2.0 ms.

Figure 7: P values for each minICI bin, evaluating the data presented in Fig. (6). Left

panel: range 0–6 ms minICI and bin size 0.25 ms; right panel: range 0–60 ms minICI and

bin size 2.0 ms. The log10(P values) are cut off below −14 for ease of presentation.

of 0–6 ms and 0–60 ms. Bin sizes of 0.25 ms and 2.0 ms were chosen respectively, to ensure

that comparison for the two cases was meaningful, given the relevant standard deviations.
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Each value plotted shows number of trains per minICI bin divided by average length (in

minutes) of diel day or night. This produces a train rate (number/minute) per bin. In the

right panel of Fig. (6), it can be seen that in the 30–60 ms range day and night rates are

the same, to within statistical significance (3σ). In 6 ms – 28 ms range, trains were emitted

at about half the rate during the night than the day. The left panel of Fig. (6) shows that

the very rapid click trains with minICI 1.25 ms – 2.00 ms were emitted at a rate which is

approximately twice as high at night than the day. Given the 3σ regions, which can be

inspected in both panels of Fig. (6), it follows that these statements are statistically more

significant than 3σ (99.7%).

3.4 Statistical Significance Test

Since the 3σ regions were provided in previous plots, visual inspection verifies statistical

significance of descriptions given. Nonetheless, a formal hypothesis test is presented to

assess if rates of the two states (night vs. day for various minICI values) differ, based on

the assumption that trains are described by a Poisson point process (aka. a purely random

process).

Let the night rate λn be given by the number of trains recorded (N) divided by the

duration of the observation (tn), and similarly the day rate be given by λd = D/td. The

standard deviations follow to be σn = λn√
N

and σd = λd√
D

. Three times these values (±3σd

and ±3σn) are shown in the grey areas in Figs. (4) and (6), and are designated as ‘3σ’ in

the captions and the main text.

The hypothesis of whether the given (Poisson mean) rates λd and λn are equal, given

the number of observations and duration of the observations, can be checked by using the

appropriate test statistic Z = cD−N√
c2D+N

, with c = tn/td.34 P values follow in the usual way

from the normal distribution†. Technically, use of erfc, the complementary error function,

was necessary, due to the extreme function values required, P = erfc
(
Z/
√

2
)
.

For each and every bin this hypothesis testing was performed using the mathematically

equivalent test statistic

Z =
λd − λn√
σ2
d + σ2

n

,

†Personal communication, Dr. Bruce J. Worton, University of Edinburgh.
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where rates and standard deviations are all taken as relevant individually for each bin.

Results are plotted in Fig. (7). Since resulting values are exceedingly tiny, values are

shown in a logarithmic (base 10) plot and cut off at a value of −14, or equivalently, a P

value smaller than 10−14. This demonstrates that they are highly statistically significant.

3.5 Variable Bin Sizes Determined by Statistical Significance

Bin sizes can be determined semi-automatically if the significance level is chosen. As specific

example, select a significance level of P = 0.001 and using the inverse complementary error

function erfc−1 the quantile can be calculated, zp =
√

2 erfc−1(P ) ≈ 3.29 . This allows

construction of confidence intervals µ ± zpσ, where, as usual, µ is the mean and σ the

variance of a normal variable. For ease of viewing a graph, this interval is chosen to be

γ = 10% of the whole y-axis range. Equating both requirements yields the number of data

points (trains) per bin, nbin = (zp/γ)2 ≈ 1082 .

MinICI train rates with variable adaptive binning, as shown in Fig. (8), were calculated

as follows. After finding minimum ICI values for all trains, these values were sorted from

short to long, tj. For all possible integers i starting with i = 0, extract value tk where

k = i ·nbin. These tk values are the boundaries for the variable bins indexed by i. Each bin

was allocated the value yi = λ/(ti+1 − ti), where λ = λn or λ = λd depending on whether

the night or day rate was plotted (see Sect. 3.4). Note also that bin boundaries tk differ

for night and day train subsets.

The procedure outlined above produced bar plots with variable width bars, as can be

seen in Fig. (8), e.g. compare bins around minICI=2 ms which have width approx. 0.2 ms

with bins around minICI=10 ms which have width ca. 1 ms. Note that the grey shaded

bars in Fig. (8) are ca. 10%=γ of the function values, as per construction. A logarithmic

scale for the x-axis was chosen to show within the same plot the narrow spike at minICI

≈ 1.8 ms and the wide gap at minICI ≈ 7 ms to 30 ms.

Ultimately, the information content of Fig. (8) is the same as was presented in Fig. (6), as

it should be, since the features are statistically significant; however, recall that for Fig. (6)

bin-widths choice was determined by judicious judgement, while for Fig. (8) bin widths

were determined semi-automatically via the choice of significance level. This procedure
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Figure 8: Train rates (number/minute) per ms bin as function of minICI for night and day

trains. The grey shaded regions above and below the lines show the P < 0.001 significance

bands. Note logarithmic x-axis scale.

only works well with a sufficient amount of data. If overly stringent significance values are

selected, as compared to available data, the proposed procedure yields too few bins and no

sensible graph can be generated.

The difference of train rates between day and night can be calculated and compared

for trains with short and intermediate minICI, as follows. For trains with short minICIs

the difference of rates is approx. 2.5 trains/min/msbin, multiplied by the range 0.75 ms
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gives approx. 1.9 trains/min, while for intermediate minICI trains the equivalent estimate

is 0.7 trains/min/msbin * 22 ms = 15.4 trains/min. Note that the latter (15.4) is distinctly

larger than the former (1.9).

4 DISCUSSION

4.1 Overview

In 32 days, ca. 82,000 trains were extracted by C-POD software as ‘high’ & ‘moderate’

quality data on NBHF species, logged and analysed. Different ways to present data were

considered, impact of bin size investigated, data noise variation assessed, diel comparisons

of trains with shorter minICI values vs. longer minICI values examined, lengths of diel

day and night periods taken into account, and train rates discussed. All these quantities

were presented as plots. It has been demonstrated that the appropriate choice of bin

width must be selected to match the quality of the given data and the features of interest

extracted. This is a difficult compromise between small bin sizes to explore detailed features

vs. large bin sizes with consequently large data sets and high statistical test confidence

levels. Alternatively, given a selected P value, matching bin sizes can be automatically

generated; an example of this procedure was presented.

4.2 Harbour Porpoise Behaviour

Analysis of data highlighted presence of trains with intermediate minICI values during

the day and very short minICI values at night. While inferences on porpoise behavioural

implications of the data observed are outwith the scope of this paper, the data presented are

typical of porpoises in the wild. Previous studies investigating characteristics of harbour

porpoise echolocation, both in captivity and in the wild, have reported that variations in

click rates and minICI values appear to be correlated strongly with behaviour and habitat

usage.16,35 Observed differences in click rates and minICI values showed diel changes in

harbour porpoise habitat usage within the survey area, and were likely correlated with

habitat complexity.

Villadsgaard31 and Teilmann36 reported minICI values of ca. 50–60 ms. Their results
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correspond to data presented here, in that for minICI values longer than 40 ms, the day

and night rates were similar. The main hypothesised explanation for this consistency in

minICI values are environmental factors, e.g. open space with few obstacles in an offshore

setting, as opposed to coastal environments with multiple cluttered targets. During the

day, harbour porpoises echolocate primarily for navigational and exploration purposes with

the reduction in intermediate minICI values 6 ms – 28 ms at night, related possibly to the

requirement to look further afield in search of prey. Verfuß37 and Kastelein38 noted a

decreasing click rate as harbour porpoises approached a predetermined target, and that

multiple shorter click trains were used when tracking smaller targets.

Figures (6) and (8) show that short minICI trains, in the range 1.25 ms – 2.00 ms, were

recorded most frequently at night. Click trains with minICI of this brevity are reported

commonly in the literature as linked to feeding behaviour.39,40 Of the six types of social

sounds used in different behavioural contexts as described by Amundin,41 only the ‘S-display

sound’ has click repetition rates slow enough (2550 clicks/s) to be within the minICI range

of 6 ms – 28 ms observed in this study; the remaining five signals had rates equivalent to an

minICI of 5 ms or less. Clausen42 recorded variations in click train characteristics of harbour

porpoises in different social situations. A recent study showed a quite high frequency of

NBHF trains interpreted as click communication trains rather than echolocation trains.8

Rapid changes in click characteristics have been observed when a hunting harbour por-

poise is within one to two body lengths of its target. Verfuß19 reported a decrease in minICI

value from 50 ms to 10 ms at a distance <4.4 m. Following the rapid decrease, constant

buzz minICI values of around 1.5 ms to 1.6 ms have been observed routinely. These buzz

rates correspond closely to the minICI values recorded at night during this study, indicating

that harbour porpoises are potentially using their echolocation to feed. This corroborates

the idea that the reduction in the number of intermediate minICI trains 6 ms – 28 ms at

night is linked to the requirement to look further afield for prey, and the rapid click trains

recorded in the data in this study set are characteristic of feeding buzzes.

Some other behavioural influences on minICI variation include source level variations,

varying hunting depths and light level changes. Given the depth of the C-POD deployment

in this study, if harbour porpoises dive deeper at night, there is a greater chance that the

weaker buzz clicks will be detected,43 but additional empirical observations are required
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to check this. Although light conditions can influence harbour porpoise echolocation be-

haviour,44 the increase in shorter ICIs at night, is more likely due to other factors, e.g. the

light conditions at 30 m depth during the day may not be good enough for foraging by

vision only.

5 CONCLUSION

(1) Diel analysis of echolocation data highlights the presence of trains with three distinct

ranges of minICI values: long >35 ms, intermediate 6 ms – 28 ms, and short 1.25 ms

– 2.00 ms. Statistical tests show very high confidence levels.

(2) Emphasis is placed on choosing the appropriate binning widths and an appropriate

visualisation of the binned data. As alternative to explicitly selecting bin widths a

procedure is presented which generates variable bins widths semi-automatically given

a selected confidence level; an exemplary plot for P=0.001 is shown.

(3) The two ranges of intermediate and short minICI show diel behavioural patterns in

harbour porpoises, as follows. (a) Rates of short minICIs are high at night. (b) Rates

of intermediate minICIs are high during the day. (c) Rates for long minICIs are equal

during night and day.

(4) For harbour porpoise behavioural patterns, it is suggested that the short minICI

range indicates this species feed more at diel night and speculate that intermediate

range is linked to exploration and the search for prey further afield during the day.
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